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Abstract 
'fhe IBM 1800 w·ith its operating system {Time Shared 
Executive) and a 2260 vi~ual display station offer an 
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I 
· excellent base upon which to build a conversational compiler. · i i 
) 
I'-. . 
With much of the housekeeping taken care of by the operating 
! 
system, the writer of the compiler may concentrate on the 
~ 
compiler itself and its utility routines., 
The language specifications for the compiler are described. 
-For the most part, the language is designed after Basic FORTR.AB. 
The read and write statements, however, communicate only 
with the display station that requested the program inter-
p.retation. In this regard, CATIE offers some11hat more 
flexibility than standard compilers. 
A conversational compiler is virtually useless unless it 
is accompanied by the necessary routines that will add, delete 
' 
' J 
and display programs from the library. These routines are 
available and are described. 
To develop a system such as this, there exists a disk 
organization composed of a directory which contains the 
program name, as well as other information to facilitate 
} 
program translation; and a library that eontains all source 
and interpretative statements as well as the variables used. 
, 
In addition, 'an interpretative 11 instruction set" must be 
devised which will interpret those statements that were 
translated. · 
,. '.\... 
The design of CATIE is modular and improvements can be 
implemented as.needed. Some of these improvements are suggested. 
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SPECIFICATJ:OHS OF·THE SYSTEM 
, .. __ ·•· . ~... . .· . •· -· .. -.. · . ------~· 
··--··--·--·-··-·-·-····-·-»--·-·--·.--<···---·-··-····------·-· - ··········- ---- ···-··--··----,:"-- ·-
The specifications available within _the language 
implemented on the IBM 1800 under the Time Shared Execuiive 
(TSX) resemble the language facilities that ar& currently 
available in basic FORTRAN. Since the IBM 1800 is a 
"small".· computer, compromises have been worked out with the 
aid of a ·cathode Ray Tube Display to give run time efficiency. 
Variables are defined in a manner similar to FORTRAN. 
Up to 5 characters are allowed to define one variable. 
The characters must begin with a alphabetic character 
(A-Z) with no speci~l characters being allowed. A blank 
is considered a special character in this regard. Typical 
examples of variables are: 
A 
!2 
Al234 
ABCDE 
Variables here are to be considered integer variables 
(or variables with alphanumeric capability). No real 
variable capability is available at this time~ 
The avail~ble facilities and how they are used are 
defined belowo The non-executable statements will be dis-
cussed first, and then the available executable statements 
and their usage. 
( 
.;· 
3 
' 'I . 
Ion-executable Statements: 
DIMENSION - Assign.s storage space to variables. The 
··--·--~--,..--·--+na1>·e·r··-·o .. r···--·sp·a·c·e·s·-----·as··s·1gne·a·-----·tci·--·-the ---- varial>"I_e __ ·1·s·····g1vetf---·1n·-,-a· .. ----- .. ---- --- - ·- · ·-
single subscript ~bich follows the variable name. 
Examples: DIMENSION A( 10), IVAR(5) . 
The above statement ,1ould assign 10 "words" 
of storage for the variable A and 5 ''words" 
of storage for the variable IVAR. 
DIMENSION IVAR2(l)p IVAR3P IVAR4(2) 
The above defined variables IVAR2 and IVAR3 
do not have to be assigned by way of a 
DIMENSION statement, although it is not 
incorrect to do soo The first occurrence 
of the word regardless of its position, 
defines the wordo A DIMENSION statement is 
generally used to define the storage where 
more than one "word'' is des ired o 
DATA - Assigns a value to a variable. The variable may 
, ... 
have been previously defined in a dimension statement, or 
this may be the initial mention of the variable. The types 
of data that may be initialized are: 
(1) integer value - this is represented by the number 
itself; 
--·· ·-( 2) alphanumeric characters 9 any valid alphabetic or 
numeric character may be entered delimited by quote(') 
marks; 
(3) hexadecimal characters - any valid hexadecimal 
word may be entered when preceded by a "z". A hexadecimal 
word here refers to 4 hexadecimal characters (0 through 9 
and A to F). 
ll 
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Examples: DIMENSION IVAR4(2) 
DATA IVAR4/ 1,2/ ; 
The previously DIMENSION'ed variable IVAR4 
is initialized so that IVAR4(1) contains ., , h i . 1 l 'A'Q.li ( ,e,.) -~__.,......,...--·---··--.. ··-,-- .~.....;.;......;.,.._....;..;......;~----------------"--··t , e· · ·n·t·eger va ue·· ·· · ··and· ··;rVl°Ui'+ ··c.· ·····conta·tri"s-·-·----- -
I,• 
the integer value 2 / 
DATA J/ZFFFF/ 
The variable J is initialized to the hexa-decimal value FFFF/ 
DATA I{/ V AB I / 
The variable K is assigned the value of the 
alphabetic characters .A13. 
EQUIVALENCE - Two or more variables can be assigned 
the same storage location. 
Example: EQUIVALENCE (IVAR{2),L) 
The second element of the array IV.AR4 is 
.assigned the same location as the variable L. 
SUBROUTINE definition - Establishes that the following 
set of statements qualify as a subroutine (terminated by an 
END statement).· qp to 3 non-subscripted variables are 
-* 
::. ... ~- .. ~~·, ·. . . 
. ~- :· ~t-,., • 
allowed as argument;s.~ ::;·,"·A subroutine is entered and statements 
are executed via_ a CALL statement in a mainline program-, 
An END statement signifies the end of this particular 
compilation. This statement should be preceded by an 
executable exit statement such as RETURN or CALL MONITOR. 
Executable Statements: 
1 
~he following is a list of those statements that . 
generate interpretable statements. 
Complete arithJ11etic statement capability with any 
nwnber of blanks separating variables and operators. The 
· allowable operators are: . Addition ~ +), Subtraction(. (-), 
.... 
L 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
' 
•- 'I ·I' 
I 
"' ' 
" Multipli'cation (*), :Division (/), and Exi>onentiation ('**). -
Subscripts for variables are allowed here but.no arithJaetic 
5 i 
I 
I' 
I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
j 
I 
l 
i,,,,,,,,---__:,.-~.,;....--- . -J------·--·-····--·········-···--·-··-···· ............. --··----···-.. ·--·· .---·--··-·-··-···········--------"·········-.. --.-- --.. .-·--------------··· -·-n·-··----- ~·-·--· .. ······-,--.-·•·•-··-------··-····· .. ·--·-···"·····-··-- --·-··········----···-·······-•·u·--··-· ·-- .. ·-···-·-----------·--------... --.. ----r···-·------...-.--------------------- --.. -··-
' 
;::-. 
. •.. . ~' 
··computation within a subscript is allowed. 
Examples: A(I) = B{I)*C-D 
Ks J(I)*{X+Y) -Z**2 
The priority of the operators is as follows: Exponen-
tiation is highest, Multiplication and Division rank 
second highest, while Addition and Subtraction have the 
lowest priority. One can override priority with brackets 
. ' 
in a design wh·ich is similar to FORTRAN. 
Arithmetic IF takes the follawing format: 
IF(variable) st1, st2, st3 
where st1, st2, and st3 refer to the statement numbers to 
which control will be transferred if the value of the 
variable is negative, zero, or positive, respec\\tively. 
Example: IF{I) 20, 30, 40 
If I is negative, transfer control to state-
ment number 20; if I is ze_ro, transfer to 30, 
and if I is positive, transfer to 4o. 
GO TO statement - Represents an unconditional transfer 
of control to a specific statement defined by the statement 
I 
!'------~--------~------------. -·· - ------- --- ----·- .. - --- ------ . --
number. 
Example: GO TO 20 
Control is transferred directly to statement 
· number 20". 
Computed GO TO takes the following format: 
GO TO (st1 , st2 , st3, st4), variable 
< 
.... <I 
1' 
0 
• I 
Up to 4 statement ~umbers may be included in a computed 
GO TO. Depending on the value of the variable (1-4), 
I 
.~_.,.,....-. _.,.........--------- co.ntr.ol ..... w.iLl-----be----t--ran-s-fer-re·d··---to-··-t·he--·c·orre·spond·ing····s·ta tement · --------------·----· 
number in the list . 
. Example: GO TO (10, 20, 30, 40), I If .the value of I is 1, control is trans-.I) ferred to statement number 10, if I is 2, control is transferred to statement 20, etc. 
A DO statement takes the following format: 
or 
DO n i • m1 , m2, m3 
where n is a statement number inclusive of where this 
loop should execute; i is an index or variable that will be 
incremented; m1 represents the initial value of the index 
i; ~ represents the upper limit that i may take; and m3 is the increment that will be added to i for each pass of 
the loop. If m3 is missing, it is assumed to be 1. 
Examples: 
~-- -- - -·---
-- ~-
- -- - - __,__,_ -- -
DO 10 I• 2, IMAX, INC The statements between this DO statement and including statement 10 will be executed (if control is not transferred by way of an IF or GO TO statement) where the value of I is 2 the first time thwouip the execution, 2 + INC· the second time through, etco~ until 2 + k*INC is greater than IMAX (k is defined here to be the number of times through the loop). 
DO 15 I= 1, 3 
- ------ ------- Between this DO statement and statement 15, 
" 
the statements will be executed 3 times (unless control is transferred by way of an IF or GO TO statement), with I taking the values of 1, 2, and 3. 
; 
/ 
l' 
' 
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The READ statement represents a departure from the 
' I 
- standard FORTRAN READ. Up to four variables may be read 
. ·~--·-···-··· ···--···· ···-·····--~·-··-·· --- ~·--··············--·.·•·<e-~-- ···--·~---··· ........ ---·~··-····~·-····--··-------------:--. - . ---... --.---.,, .. Two" iripiit"" :fonriats "1ire· allowed, although this -
is specified not in the program but at the display station. 
This increases the run time flexibility. 
The format types allowed are: integer and alpha-
numeric. In reading from the display station, alpha-
numeric input will be enclosed by apostrophes('), whereas > 
integer values will not. 
When values are to be read in via a READ statement, 
the name assigned to that particular variable and its 
subscript is presented out on the visual display. This is 
done so that the user at the display station knows which 
variable(s)" are to be read in at any given point in time. 
Example 1: READ Statement: READ VARl, VAR2 
Message typed out on the display station: 
TYPE IN THE VALUE{S) OF VARl, ,VAR2 
0 The user would then type out the values 
that he wants, separated by one blank or a 
comma. Thus the following could be typed 
in: 
. ·- ·-----·---·-· --------------~-~----
----~---- ---~-·----··------,------~-- - ~ .. ---
'AB',-1 
,Example 2: READ Statement: READ A{l), A{2) 
Message typed out on the display station: ________________ _ 
._q;i 
.-
-~ 
TYPE IN THE· VALUES(S) OF A{l), A{2} 
~ 
The user would then type out the values. for A{I) separated by commas or blanks. 
·::· .. , · • .!, 
I .,_.. 
. •.- . ..~:. 
, 
r , 
.L .. . ~ 
ROTE l 
-
., 
... 
The user must hit the ENTER key after· 
typing in the values. 
8 
· _ NOTE 2 The name and subscript printed out is ... -·~------·-----·-·--· 
_______ - --~--------····-·-·· ---,-: ._.__'--~----···----·----···-------· .. ·-···---··-----------:·-·----1-imi-ted ·-to 8 ·c·haracters ~- --- If ···any·-- more··-------------....-=--- · 
-... 
it: .. ... . . ... 
;<(· 
:· ... 
characters are specified, it is truncated 
to the first 8 characters. 
I' 
·The WRITE stat--ement is similar in design to the READ. 
0 A statement may be put out on the display station in either 
a alphanumeric format or a integer format. This is specified 
in the WRITE statement itself. The statement format is 
·y 
as follows: 
WRITE f/var, f/var 
where f represents the format to be written. The acceptalle 
·-format characters are: I for integer format and A for 
alphanumeric format (A2). 
.. 
I .. 
Example 1: WRITE I/ A, A/B 
The variable A would be put out on the 
screen in integer format and the variable 
B would be put out on the screen in alpha-
numeric format. 
Assuming that the variable A has an integer 
value of 100, and B has an alphanumeric 
value of XX, the following would be printed 
on the screen: - \ 
____________ WRITE A = 100~, B • XX ___________________ , ____ -----·-------------------------------...:~--------,--
Example 2: WRITE I/J, A/X(J) 
,:, ·. 
···. 
The variable J would be put out in a similar 
manner to A in the_ example above. The 
subscripted·variable X(J) would be put 
out in alphanumeric format • 
;; 
. -
:i 
\. 
, I 
.. 
' . 
-··
__ J·_ ' 
•l-
.. ' 
I ' 
r 
If .J has an integer value of 2 and 
X(2} has an alphanumeric value of YY, 
the following would be displayed on the 
screen. 
9 
' 
.• 
•, 
-------. _........,. ··:n=.· ~-. ···--------·~·-•-·ss·,-_ -~--~-------~·-··· ................ WRITE .... J ............ 2 . .,,, ...... X.(.J ) ... -- -·· .YY -............. , ............ _, ___ ............... - ... ,-.... -, .. M-•••·- .. -----··--·····--.·------·-.-..;-,c . .,; .. c·~----~~-~----· ---·-
) 
Subroutine CALL gives control to the subprogram that 
has previously been translated. Up to five arguments may 
be used in the subprogram. Upon completion of the sub-
program, a RETURN statement should be issued, restoring 
control to the calling program so that execution of that 
' 
program will continue where it left off. The subroutine 
must have been previously translated and stored in the 
library. 
called. 
In a subroutine, another subroutine may not be 
A limited nUD1ber of available FORTRAN functions may 
be used. The representation of these functions differs, 
however, from customary FORTRAN specifications, being 
used~ as follows: 
where i is the replacement variable; 
' j is that portion ·of' the algebraic statement prior to . 
the function that is t9 be cal~ed; 
- --- - --- -------- . 
< is a open bracket. This may be found above the n 3 '' 
on the display station keyboard, and has a hexadecimal 
. . 
value of 4c; 
.. 
n is the function name; 
a1, a2 are the arguments as required by FORTRAN; 
f 
.. 
' " l ' I • 
"( 
:·,,,; ,_'.·-·:;•••:;" . 
. '· .. , ...... ·-~, ' ----: ·~·-· .. _·_, _____ :·. 
> is a close bracket. This may be found above the "4" 
on t-he display station keyboard, and has a hexadecimal 
10 
6 . . Value Of E • _,,,_ •-••- -••"•W•-••••"" • • o•' ••••-•----•-••••••••- - -~ • •·--------•·-••• -•••-, --·----~""""'-" -·-~-M-........, - ' ,, ··----·---·· ·-------- . - ... ·-- - ----- '··- .. - -·-· --··- ---·····-- ·- ·-~,~~----·-·- . . .:,.·· .. dj 
•!] 
:.1 
\j 
· .. ':j 
,: 
i.·.·1 
,._, 
.. 
~: J~ 
\i"--l_. 
ri-'--'- -
_;_, 
,;'·., I 
'¢· -
·-
- --~ -~--:-= ---;,----::-- -
.. 
' I k is the rest of the algebraic statement following the . I 
function. 
The functions that are currently available include: 
< IABS, i > - Takes the absolute value of the argument 
1, and returns it to the rest of the expression. 
< IOR, i,j > - The values of i and j are logically ORed 
and the result is part of the expression. 
< IEOR, i,j > - The values of i and j are exclusively 
ORed and the result is returned to the rest of the 
expression. 
' 
< !AND, i,j > - The values of i and j are logically 
~ ··- _,, 
ANDed and the result is returned to the rest of the 
·expression. 
; 
Operational Environment: 
To have a conversational compiler that accepts 
statements from a Cathode Ray Tube Display sta-t;ion is of_ _ ---. ---·--- .·- ·-
little practical value unless it is accompanied by appro-
priate routines that perform the steps necessary for the 
saving, modifying and displaying of programs, and thus 
. making the system a functional entity for general use. 
Accompanying the translator and interpreter are 
~ 
routines that: (1) control the general operations that 
'\ 
..... 
., -
r 
l. ' .-
:i" 
-.. 
:• 
. I 
\ 
11 
/ 
ar~. to be performed, i.e. the monitor giving the user 
'<.; 
'~ 
at the display station control over what he wants to do; 
{2) add,routines by way of the display station to a 
',._ - -----------·------~----~----~-
\ . ,. 
library that is resident onthe disk; (3) display routines;, 
and (4) delete routines. Facilities have been incorporated 
into the system to allow for an updating of the program 
where changes and deletions can be made to the programs 
in storage. 
The following is a detailed description of the use of 
each of the available routines. 
Monitor: 
General Use: The Monitor is designed to service the 
user by calling the routines he wants to see. Consequently, 
the monitor serves only to analyze the user's particular 
1
· request and then give control to the appropriate function. 
Conversely, each of the routines gives control back to 
the monitor when its function is complete. This is done 
to determine if a different function is requested. 
Usage Specifications: 
,., 
- -·- . ·---~------------- -------
• 
~User Request: - //X CATIE (and hit the enter key). 
This will call the CATIE Monitor. 
System Query: CATIE SAYS WELCOME 
WHAT IS YOUR REQUEST. 
\ 
• 
I 
. \, 
., 
". ,., 
-.... 
·" 
f User Response: Six possible commands may be 
12 
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-····· ··- ....... --·-····-........................ .---------·-·--
__ ..,......__,.~...,.-:-_:,:-,_., .~. """'.':':' . ........ --.. ~ .. --. -·------·--- ·--------....,.,.....-,.-~---c-------·- .. - - - ADD 
DELETE 
DISPLAY 
INTERPRET 
TRANSLATE 
ADDTRA (a combination of 
translating one program). adding and 
After a function such as an ADD has been performed, 
control is given back to the monitor. At this time the 
user may want to perform another function, or he may want 
to exit from the system. This dialogue is as follows: 
here. 
ADD: 
System Query: MAY I PERFORM ANOTHER FUNCTION 
User Response: NO (in which case, he is signed 
off the system) or YES. If YES~ he 
will repeat as before. 
System Query: WHAT IS YOUR REQUEST. -
The same user responses as shown above are required 
G~neral Usage: The ADD routine is int rested in three 
distinct things. In order to add a program to the library, 
it should know ( 1) the name to. be ass·1gned to this 
program so that it may be retrieved when needed later; 
(2) the amount of disk storag~ it should allocate to the 
program. Since the conversational mode allows more than 
{. 
one p~ogram to be added at a time, it should know how 
. "" 
.. 
I 
I 
' ' 
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much space to allocate to each program; ( 3) the program 
--<I 
itself. It must know how to separate one program 
-------·-------~~~.,.............-----~~-~-t-~-m~n_t ______ f_rQm .... ~:nPth.~:r_-~n4 _wnen ___ t.be. ___ p_ro_gram _ ends __ • ________________ c_ ___ _c _____ • __ ·-"""-·. _;,,;'-'-'-~-:. ---.-. -:-__ ---------------- 1 
.,, 
Specifications of Input: 
System Query: NAME OF PROGR.AM.,,TO BE ADDED 
User Response: Type any name of 6 characters or 
less (if more than 6 only the first 6 characters are 
• distinguishable) and hit the ENTER key. 
('\ 
System Query: HOW MANY STATEMENTS 
User Response: Type the number of statements 
that are to be added. The corresponding amount of 
disk storage is then allocated. Hit the ENTER key. 
System Response: PROCEED WITH THE ADDITION 
OF XXXXXX (where XXXXXX refers to the 
program name defined by the user above.) 
"" . 
User Response: Type in the program statements 
under the program specifications defined above. 
The following guidelines should be used in entering 
statements. 
( l) Statements are of · basically free fo~~ but there__________ ____________ _ 
is a limit ef 72 characters in any one statement •. 
(2) Statements are delimited by a dollar sign($). 
Therefore after every statement, there should be one dollar 
sign. 
( 3) Comment statements atart with an asterisk (*). 
• 
., ..• 14 
'· 
. I 
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(4) Stateaents with statement nwnbers will Qegin " 
with such numbers. Thus if a $ is f 91_J.9W~4 ... ~Y,.-~ ..... nw.ne.ri __ c_ ______ . ·-· - ..... ''::;.,. . ........ ··- - .. -· ... ··- ·-··•-,-· ., ... - .... ,_ .. , .. . 
-·---·,__.., .... -·. -----~·-·--- ·-------- - .... :----~· . .....,..~-----.-- ---- .. --------~·~······· ---- .. .. .. .. .... - ·····-··--·-·· ·-·······-··--···-.,··- ·······-···. 
I· ' 
--------- -- ------- ----------
. 
(_ 
i..J•. ~ ~ f~·- # 
character, it is assumed to be a statement number. If a 
dollar sign is followed by an alphabetic character, it is 
assumed there is no statement number. 
(5) A screen image may be entered in the system any 
. 
time there is one statement or more to be added. If the 
image is less than the screen maximum of 960 characters 
an ampersand(@) must follow the last dollar sign 
following the final statement. 
_ (6) The end of the program is recognized when an 
END statement is encountered. 
DELETE: 
General Use: The delete function is the complement 
of the ADD. If you want to add programs to the library, 
. <...'\_ 
you must also have the ability to delete them. This 
simply performs that function. 
Usage Specifications: 
·' 
... ··------ ---;-. -~ ------- .. ------- - - - , .... .. -
- ----
-------- ------ System Query: _ NAME OF PROGRAM TO BE DELETED 
. , 
.. 
User Response: Type the nam~ of the program in 
storage that is to be deleted, and hit the ENTER key. 
. ·1 ... 
_.,_ •·.· t 
• fl, 
... 
' --- ·-~-~---- ---~~-- ... 
J ;I ,. 
) 
.. l 
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DISPLAY: .. ! 
General Usage: The display routine allows the user to 
-· .-----, ... ----·- --·--l,..-···---
- •• '" • ,• •n ,,,,·•"•"•'-••·~••C"••••••·••••· • •• ,•c •, •• ••, •• •'• u-•• ,,_, • ""•"•-._ •• ••·••,,,,,.- ••• •••••• •• • ,,,, ,, . .,,,., .,,•-,o•••r••·•·•--·•••-·•-•-•-·•-·-,---,·--,-,-.- ..................... -.-..---....... --.. -.,-......... , 
I 
\ 
view up to 12 statements on the screen at'any one time. 
Options allow him to see the entire program or only segments l. 
of it. Statements are displayed beginning on .line 1 of 
'" the screen. Each time the enter key is hit a new line wili /_, 
\ . 
appear. After line 12, the system will overlay what was 
, II 
previously in line 1 with the statement follow~g what is 
.displayed in line 12. 
To skip or repeat statements which have been previously 
displayed, the user-. simply types START with the statement 
number he wants to see next. The system will then 
continue displaying statements from that point. All 
statements that appear will have a statement number in 
positions 73-78 of the print line. 
To stop the display function simply type tqe word 
• STOP after any statement has been displayed. Control will 
be returned to the monitor to .. see if any other functions 
are to be performed. 
., 
Usage Specifications: 
System Query: NAME OF PROGRAM TO BE DISPLAYED 
User Response: Type the name of a program that 
is stored in the library and hit the ENTER key. 
System Query: WHERE DO YOU WANT TO SI.ART 
'l 
,, 
, .. -::- .. . ~ . ·- . ' --- •.: ''-: .. ,• • ... ,. 
.-' 
I, 
'· 
.. ':~ ..... · ·. . . ·. ,;, . 
··, 
'· 
. i.-
.. 
--··--- --· ---~~-···---- --
/ 
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Us~r Response: Type a number of l or greater (but 
' . 
less than program length). 
statement will keep appearing until told to stop. 
TRANSLATE: 
General Usage: The language specifications stated in 
a previous section define what a user may put into the 
system. The actual means by which this language may be 
translated into an interpretable format is contained 
in the translate phase of the system. 
"'·::, Usage Specifications: The translate phase may be 
brought into execution in one of two ways. (1) Specify 
to the Monitor as a request, ADDTRA. This option allows 
for the translation of a program as it is being·read into 
the system. This offers the user the advantage of getting 
"quickern translations since the translation is going on 
' while he is inputting the rest of his program. (2) Specify · 
to the Monitor to TRANSLATE. This takes a program that is 
in storage and translates it all at one tim.e. 
If opt·ion (1) is used, the system knows which program 
to translate. If option {2) is used, the following dialogue 
is presented: 
System. Query: NAME OF PROGRAM TO BE '-TRANSLATED 
User Response: Type the name of program in storage 
~ 
that is now to be translated, and hit the ENTER key •. 
I ' 
•• 
' 
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INTERPRET: 
. -
.. - . -· -· ------~·----~ - - --- ____ ..... ------· - . ---· .. -.------ ---·-. . -7-~ .-, .. . .. 
-~--~--------· - -··Gene-ra-1·-usage:- _ .. This pnase···-or-·the system is designed 
I. 
to execute the program the user has previously added and 
translated. 
. ' 
Usage Specifications: In all ease-s, the Interpret 
phase is distinct from any other phase and thus enable-s 
the user to translate one program and execute another one. 
I 
With this in mind the following dialogue is presented. 
System Q.uery: NAME OF PROGRAM '110 BE INTERPRETED 
User Response: Type the name of a program in · 
storage that has been translated without diagnostic 
errors. 
"-. - ~ - ····-··· _,, __ -. ---. - - .;.. ---- - -
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SYSTEM DESIGN . 
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The IBM 1800 was originally designed as a process 
control computer. With this in mind, its developers 
designed a sophisticated priority interrupt system which 
could service the most important needs in the .process first. 
With this system, those jobs assigned a lower priority could 
wait to be serviced until the machine finished the more 
important jobs. 
18 
To complement the hardware features, an operating system 
was designed to offer true time-sharing. Thus, the operating 
system, the Time Shared Executive (TSX), has the inherent 
features which will support a conversational compiler • 
. CATIE is designed to take maximum advantage of t.he 
facilities of TSX, and at the same time provide maximum usage 
of the system by waiting as little as possible for existing 
input and output operations to terminate or for each user 
to type in his necessary response and hit the enter key. 
A series of pointers set up in memory {COMMON/INSKEL/) 
allows for thj.s design. This set of pointers tell {l), which 
routine within CATIE is being executed, and (2) which segment 
. 
of the routine is being executed. 
• 
Directory and Library t 
A substantial amount of previously defined disk storage 
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is needed. The storage contains (1) a directory of stored 
program names and their location within the library; (2) a 
" 
source statement library, which contains statements as they 
are read from the screen and modified to conform to Basic ", 
FOR~N format; (3) an interpreted statement library which 
contains statements that have been translated; and (4) a 
variable library which is used· by the interpreter when the 
program is in execution. 
In considering the library, it is convenient to begin 
19 
with the design of the source statement library. In an ADD 
func.tion, source statements are converted to a FORTRAN format, ,, 
,,,,,.-
so that statement numbers are placed in positions 1-5, an 
t 
asterisk(*) to represent a comment is replaced by a C in 
.. po~ition 1, and the statement body is placed in position 6, 
and put immediately out on the disk. With a design such as 
this, the number of statements to be-added must\j?e known in 
advance. This is in marked contrast with some larger systems 
that have a fast temporary st9rage medium such-as a drum, 
where source statements may be temporarily stored until the 
., 
E 
exact number of statements ,.·8.Ild their accompanying storage 
needs are known. On the other hand, disk·storage available 
on the IBM 1800 is slow and memory is not fast enough to 
allow for the moving of data more than is actually necessary. 
A user who must estimate his statement needs should estimate 
. high so that statements will not be lost if he estimated 
i 
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less than his maximum. 
-
J 
·rt is likewise necessary to know how much disk storage 
will be requLred to translate the user's source statements 
. '~ 
into interpretable statements. It is estimated that one 
source statement is translated into five interpretable state-
ments. An algorithm is thus used to define the appropriate 
amount of space. If usage of the system proves this to be an 
inaccurate estimate, the appropriate changes can be made. 
To illustrate the inter-play of the directory, COMMON/ 
INSKEL/ and the library, we consider a program that is being 
translated as it is being added, i.e., the ADDTRA option. 
-- . 
20 
To add a program to the library initially, there is a 
subprogram which obtains the next vector number available for· 
directory usage. The user types in the program name and the 
vector is then given this name. This particular vector number 
. 
is put in COMMON/INSKEL/. As space is allocated to the program 
to be added, this again is recorded in the directory. Each 
group of statements added will increment a counter in the 
directory. This tells the Add program where to place the next 
statement when the user hits the enter key after typing a 
series of other statements of the program on the screen. The 
translate phase needs to know not only the last statement that 
•. 
was translated but also the last statement that is avai·lable 
for translation (remember that·the end ~tatement is not 
necessarily read) •. These "pointers" are all kept in the 
, " 
--
\" 
" . 
'·.· ~ .. · 
.... ·'1· 
directory,o,i the disk. Thus at the beginning of each phase, 
the diz:ecto~y is read from disk and at the end· o-f current 
• processing, it is written on disk. 
Thus, for translation operations going on at different 
display stations, the pointers are diitinct. 
f 
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22 
J No.of eg. Next State- oc. of- Stat---e Last " ENTRY Program ments State To b , State·. 
., Name Allowe. Mente Tran. Added 
1. PROGl 21 1 5 12 
;~ 
· PROG2 40 22 10 15 
DIRECTORY 
LOCATION 
1 PROGRAM 1 
21 
22-
61 
END STATEMENT 
PROGRAM 2 
•,-, 
END STATEMENT _PROG2 
SOURCE STATEMENT LIBRARY 
FIGURE 1 
The directory gives information of ·not only where pro-grams are in the library (.locations 1 and 22) but also shows · how much space is allocated (done by user reply to system) and where the next available statement,for translation is located. It also shows the next location available for adding a 
statemento Similar information is kept in the directory 
on interpretable statements. , 
. .-' 
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2.3 
Language Translator and Interpreter 
There are two distinct elements that are created in 
the translation phase and used in the interpretation phase. 
' The first is an array that contains constants and initialized 
variables as well as uninitialized·variables. The second 
is an instruction repertoire that is understandable to the 
interpreter. Consider the latter first. 
Since any computer ha~ a specifically defined instruction 
set under which its programmers must operate (if they are 
to program in an assembler language), the interpreter that 
is implemented here must also work under a specific 
instruction set. The function of the translator is to convert 
source language statements into the corresponding inter-
pretable language. 
By way of comparison, the IBM SYSTEM/360 has a repertoire 
of instructions that require 2 bytes, 4 bytes and 6 bytes. 
The IBM 1800 likewise has an instruction repertoire of 1 and 
2 word ins,tructions. Interpretable instructions and the 
corresponding interpreter are in the same relationship as 
assembly language instructions and the computer hardware 
under which they can operate. The interpretable instructions 
as they are set up here occupy 7 or 14 words (a 2 dimensional 
array is used during execution). 
• 
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'l'he basic interpretable instruction foniat is: 
' Operation Replacement Replacement variable Variable Variable variable Code Variable Index l l Index 2 2 Index 
It should be noted that most instructions are assumed to con~ain 
variables with indexed subscripts. Although this design can 
handle one dimensional arrays conveniently, two dimensional 
arrays would be awkward. Apart from up to three more words to 
hold the second dimensional elements, there would have to be a 
calculation to a single dimensional array for execution purposes. 
This becomes awkward and slow when one considers that the array 
size must be kept at execution time and the computation done 
at that time., Depending on how this is set up (assuming the same 
basic setup that is implemented in CATIE), this would mean 
an additional six words per instruction above the current design. 
, A reevaluation of this concept will be done at a later point 
in time. 
The instruction format of each individual interpretable 
instruction is given in Appendix I. 
A one9dimensional array of 960 variable elements is the 
,. 
basic set of data that the instruction repertoire operates upon. 
Variables, then, are given an address of from 1 to 960. Since 
this array contains all the variables and constants that the 
program operates upon, the array is stored on the disk in 
another library similar to the interpretable statement library. 
At run time these variables are read in before program execution 
commences. 
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INTERPRETIVE INSTRUCTION SET 
Introduction: 
The general form. of the interpretive instruction set is 
as follows: 
25 
....------..paa-------..----------...----------.. -··· -- -Operation Replacement 
Code Variable (2) 
Index 3 
Operand 1 
Variable (4) and 
Index 5 · 
Operand 2 
Variable (6) and 
Index 7 
All instructions with the exception of the READ and 
WRITE occupy seven words. The two exceptions occupy four-
teen words each. Where variables are to occupy words, 
(words 2, 4 and 6 of the-general model), the address in 
the f60 word data area is referred to. Where an index is 
used (words 3, 5 and 7 of the general model) the word in 
the initruction contains an address in the data area the 
contents of which are added to the variable address to 
form an effective address. 
Example: An instruction gives as its contents for a 
I 
variable 100 and 75 as its index. The 
· contents of data word 75 are 50. The effec-
tive data word to be accessed in this 
instruction is 150. 
Instruction Specifications: ., 
I. Simple Replacement . 
1- ,operation code ( 1) 
2 - Variable to be replaced 
3 - index of variable to be replaced 
4 - replacement variable 
5 - index of replacement variable 
I 
: . I 
-- ·---- -··-
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II. . I Addition, Subtraa:tion, Multiplication, and Division 
l - operation code (2 through 5) 
2-3 - replacement variable and index. 
4-5 - operand 1 and index (addend, minuend, multi-
plicand-and dividendJ 
6-7 - operand 2 and i~dex {addend, subtrahend, multi-
plier and divisor) 
III. Power (6) 
1 - operation 
2-3 - replacement variable and index 
4-5 - variable index to be raised to a power 
6 - variable that is the power operation 
IV. Unconditional GO TO 
1 - operation code (7) 
2 - statement number where execution is to commence 
v. ~ Computed GO TO 
l - operation code (8) 
2 - index to be used 
3 - number of statements in the computed GO TO 
4-7 - actual statement numbers:where control is to be 
transferred 
VI. Arithmetic IF 
1 - operation code (9) 
2-3 - variable and index to be tested 
4-6 - statement numbers where control is to be 
transferred 
VII. Read 
' J 
1 - operation code (10) 
·2 - number of variables to be read (1-4) 
3 - variable 1 to be read 
4 - index to variable 1 
5 - variable name to be displayed prior to typing input (address within a table) 
6-8 other variables to be read (if number of 
9-11 - variables to be read (position 2) contains 
12-14... the value 2, 3 or 4.) 
,· 
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VIII. Write·! :~~· •. .. , ·, 
IX. 
x. ,' 
:;-
., 
1 - operation code (11) 
2 - number of variables to be written (1-3) 3 - variable address· 
4 - index to variable 1 
-5 - variable name to be printed 
6 -. format to be printed 
7-10·- variable 2 
11-14 - variable 3 
Sub.a,outine CALL 
1 - operation code {12) 
2 - subprogram name 3-T - arguments 
... ,·, 
Function Subprogram -- System. Fllnetions 
1 - operation code (13) 
2 - function to be called 
3 - function result placed in 
5-7 - variables -- ndnindexed 
(variable and index)-
-.~. 
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Appendix II 
... 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES 
General Form 
ERROR xx IN PHASE yyyy AT LOCATION zzzz 
~ 
"where xx refers to a specific error number. This error 
number is defined below. 
yyyy .refers to the phase where the ertor occurred. The · 
.J 
phases that generate the .. ~rror diagnostics are: 
1 ADD 
2 DELETE 
3 DISPLAY 
4 TRANSLATE 
5 INTERPRET 
zzzz refers·to the location in question. Depending on 
the phase, the location refers to the following: 
{l) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4). 
(5) 
ADD - refers to the assigned statement number 
given in position 73-78 of statement. These 
numbers are assigned sequentially beginning 
at statement 1. 
DELETE - not applicable 
DISPLAY - not applicable 
TRANSLATE - the assigned statement number given 
in the ADD phase. 
INTERPRET - the specific interpretable state-
ment that is generated in the TRANSLATE phase. 
ADD phase errors: 
1 - Directory is full. No more prog~am.s can be fdded until 
one is deleted first. 
2 - Statement number exceeds 5 characters. 
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• 
3 - Statement exceeds 72 characters. 
4 - Number of statements ·exceeds the estimate originally 
given. No further statements are added beyond this 
point. 
BELETE phase errors: 
1 - Program name not in the directory. 
DISPLAY phase errors: 
1 - Program name not in the directory. 
TRANSLATE phase errors: 
1 - Program name not ~n the directory.~ 
2 - Number of variables exceeds the maxim.um. allowed. 
.. 
3 - Number of interpretable statements exceeds the maximlmt. 
space set aside for it. 
4 - Syntactic error in statement. 
5 - Undefined stat~ment number (location refers to the 
statement number that is undefined). 
INTERPRET phase errors: 
1 - Program name not in the directoJy. 
2 - Variable and Index exceed the variable storage limits. 
3 - Undefined operation code (system error). 
4 - A GO TO or an IF statement with a statement number that 
is beyond the limits of the program. (Location refers 
to the statement that is the IF or GO TO.) 
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Step 1 - Definition 
Appendix III 
SAMPLE PROGRAM· 
. Write a program to calculate mean and variance of a 
class grades in a given test. 
The class size is variable (should be read in) with 
a maximum of 50 grades. 
-The formulas for mean and variance are: 
h 
The program will be given the name GRADES, 8lld if 
written in FOR'fRAl.could look like the following: 
·~. 
' , , 
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COMPUTE ·AN AVERAGE GRADE FOR A CLASS·AND ITS VARIANCE 
DIMENSION DATA {50) 
READ CLSIZ 
SUM• 0 
DO 10 I•l,CLSIZ 
READ DATA(I) 
SUM s SUM+ DATA{!) . 
10 CONTINUE 
• SUM/CLSIZ 
CALCULATE VARIANCE ,...., 
DIFF • 0 
DO 20 I=l,CLSIZ 
• I 
' . 
·1. ;, 
DIFF • DIFF + {DATA{!) - DIFF)**2 
20 .INUE 
VARIA = DIFF/(CLSIZ) 
WRITE I/AVER, I/VARIA 
CALL MONITOR . 
END 
·.l' 
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.--.· Step 2 - User and System Interaction 
To input the program into the system 
(1) One must be at a IBM 2260 ·attached to an IBM 1800 
••. J; 
with the specifications as given for the Lehigh 
University Center of Information Sciences system. 
(2) Type the following 
. //X CATIE 
(3) The following dialogue will begin 
System: CATIE SAYS WELCOD 
WHAT IS YOUR REQUEST 
User: ADD 
. 
System: WHAT IS tfHE NAME OF 'l'HE PROGRAM 
Use~: GRADES 
System: WHAT IS THE PROGRAM LENGTH 
User: 25 (actual number of statements is 22)" 
System: BEGIN ADDITION OF GRADES 
(4) Type in the program so as to conform to CATIE 
standards. This could be as follows. 
$*$*COMPUTE AN AVERAGE GRADE FOR A CLASS AND ITS 
VARIANCE$*$ DIMENSION DATA(50) $ READ CLSIZ $SUM• 0 
$ DO 10 I~l,CLSIZ $ READ DATA(!)$ SUN= SUM+ DATA(!)$ 
10 CONTINUE $ AVER ~ SUM/CLSIZ $ * $ * CALCULATE VARIAN.CE 
$ * $ DIFF ~ 0 $ DO 20 !:cl, CLSIZ $ DIFF $ DIFF + ~-
{DATA (I) - DIFF)**2 $ ·20 CONTINUE$ VARIA :o DIFF/CLSIZ 
$ WRITE I/AVE:R., I/DIFF $ CALL MONITOR$ END$ 
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(5) Dialogue continues • 
I System: MAY I PERFORM ANOTHER FUNCTION 
User: YES 
System.: WHAT IS YOUR REQUEST 
User: TRANSLATE 
System: PROGRAM NAME 
User: GRADES 
(6) Translation commences. When the prograa 
translation is complete, the dialogue will 
again continue. 
System: MAY I PERFORM ANOTHER FUNCTIC!f 
User: YES 
System: WHAT IS YOUR REQUEST 
User: INTERPRET 
(7) Interpretation would begin and the following 
dialogue would begin. I 
System: TYPE IN THE VALUE{S) OF CLSIZ 
User: the number of the class size, say 5 
-
System: five times the following query would 
be printed 
User: 
TYPE IN THE VALUE{S) OF DATA{!) 
type in the individual class grade after 
each query 
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(8) After ··the CALL MOBITOR, the dialogue would 
continue 
System: MAY I PERFORM ANOTHER FUNCTION 
User: HO I. 
(9) System signs off. 
·;, .. 
.,.: 
• 
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Appendix IV · 
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR CATIE 
1801 Model lC Central Processing Unit 
3222 Data Channel 
4430 Feature 
2310 Model A2 Disk Storage 
\· 1826 Model 2 Control Unit 
RPQ co8085 Adapter 
RPQ co8037 Selector Channel 
2848 Model 3 Display Control Unit 
3355_Display Adapter, Model 3 
Line Addressing 
Cursor 
2260.Model 1 Visual Display 
,_.- 4766 Keyboard 
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